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Poem 1120     
Their Breath of Love – Ours !   1 

 

“Yahweh’s love fills the earth” :   2 

Only because Yahweh’s love first fills HEAVEN 

– The Tri-Personal Heaven 

Who is Abba, our Ascended Jesus, and the Spirit of Love – 

Does Triune Love, “full, and running over”,   3 

Fill OUR open hearts, and through us, our earth . 

 

This Loving Trinity 

Are so fully in love 

… Sharing wholly, openly, and Eternally of Themselves … 

That, for Each, 

The only PERSONAL distinction, 

Is Each’s FREE CHOICE 

… Of the Gift of Self 

… And of Each’s RECEPTIVITY to Each Other’s Self-Gift, in response. 

What Wondrous Love !  What Wondrous Freedom ! 

 

Thus our Abba God, heart full of love, 

Opens fully, to give birth Eternally, to His Beloved Son, 

And Eternally, fully opens to the PASCHAL Jesus’ own Self-Gift, in return 

–Breathing forth together 

Their Breath of Love … to us ! 

This Breath of love, is Eternally, fully open IN US . 

To all Abba and the Paschal Jesus are TOGETHER : 

Personifying and ENABLING Their Mutual Love, for us . 



 

 

 

More wondrously, 

Within us, amongst us, Abba is, SO CREATIVE OF LOVE 

THROUGH Jesus, 

That THEIR Breath of Love, Their Spirit, 

Becomes our Breath of Love ! 

 

Thus, the Fire of Their Love together, 

Becomes ours : 

“ I have come to light this fire on the earth; 

How I wish the blaze were ignited already !”   4 

In effect, Jesus yearningly says to us 

“ May Abba give you the power, through His Spirit, 

… So that I … may live in your hearts “fully ablaze”   5 

– “ So that you may be filled 

With all the FULLNESS OF GOD”!   6 

 

 

 

 

  

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1120, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 25. 

2 Ps 33:5  3 Lk 6:38  4 Lk 12:49  5 Cf Eph 3:16,17     6 Eph 3:19. 

  



Poem 1121     
A Dad’s Advice   1 

 

( The “prodigal’s family” … two weeks later :) 

‘Come in, boys, and sit down here, with me . 

I’m so glad Abba has softened both your hearts. 

It’s wonderful to feel … being a full family, again. 

Specifically, there’s a few feelings 

That have been bubbling up in my heart 

… That I need and would LOVE, 

To share with you BOTH .’  

 

‘ Firstly, please continue to “bear with each other”  

–As you have, for the last fortnight –   

“In complete selflessness” 

And also, as I’ve seen … 

“With gentleness and patience”.   ALL, 2 

“Do all that you can, to preserve” this brotherliness, 

Which ‘Abba’s Spirit’ has renewed WITHIN you 

“ By the GROWING PEACE that binds you together”   ALL, 3 

… A peace that follows forgiveness.’  

 

‘ To be practical : “Don’t wait for your brother to offend you 

But settle with him, along the way”.   4 

And, as I said, it’s a peace that ‘growing’  

… Like two graftings onto the same plant … 

And , if watered and cared for with attentiveness, 

Will bloom, and bear fruit . 



 

‘And boys’ (looking into each one’s eyes, in turn) 

‘’This same peace will settle in your own heart, 

And any new growth in virtue  

Is exactly like those few bread rolls 

That the Master took, blessed 

And gave to the crowd to eat 

–Not only satisfying ALL of them, 

But CREATING A SURPLUS 

… In your case of goodness … 

Which can overflow to your brother, and to others in our family’. 

 

‘And lastly, if more trouble does arise 

And threatens your love for each other, 

… An attempt by either one of you, maybe to escape your self … 

 (Here, he places his arm around his younger son) 

‘REMEMBER, how Abba PURSUED you before,’ 

(And looking into his eyes)  

‘And, recall to your heart, 

The love lavished on you in your youth, 

And, on your return home’ 

(Kissing him on the forehead) . 

 

‘And remember how you came ‘sprinting’ up the road 

… Helped by the fact you were carrying NOTHING … 

And how I came “running” down the hill’.   5 



(Here, the elder brother moves to put his arms 

Around his Dad and brother, 

 Their three heads facing inwards.) 

… ‘And how we embraced and kissed ; 

… I still can feel how you trembled !’  
 

‘And remember, too 

(With his arm, drawing his elder son closer, 

And looking into his eyes) 

‘How you were upset, 

And how your anger melted away … 

And how I cried, and said, 

“My son, you are with me always, 

And all I have is yours”.’    6 
 

(All three heads touch, 

And after a long silence, the father continues 

… With their heads still bowed) – 

‘ “ My whole being trembles at the thought,”   7 

Of anything like that, 

Ever again … 

(And, after a shorter silence)  

‘ Let’s thank Abba, our loving God, 

For softening both your hearts .’ 

(Both brothers embrace 

… For the first time.) 

________________________________ 

1.Poem 1121, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 26. 

2 Eph 4:2  3 Eph 4:3  4 Lk 12:58     5 Lk 15:21             6 Lk 15:31            7 Hos 11:9. 



Poem 1122        

Abba, Our Gardener   1 

 

 

The wild growth hugging the banks 

Of the small stream, running into the Valley of Sharon, 

Was my home 

– As it was for other trees, bushes and vines 

… Some stunted, or broken – but all overgrown and tangled. 

We were both fruit trees and herbs, decorative bushes and flowering plants. 

 

My name is ‘ruby pearl’, as I am pomegranate tree, 

And my leathery fruit, though smaller than normal – 

When opened, reveals a treasury 

Of gleaming ruby pearls, of fruity red seeds. 

 

Together, all the plants were once a Garden 

… But it has languished like this, for over a decade. 

Then along You come, Abba 

–And we all breathed a sigh of relief. 

‘ Thank Heavens ! A real Gardener !’ 

You sweated lots of sweat … even though they were wintry months : 

Heavy pruning, bringing in soil, staking and tying, 

Transplanting, making paths, and burning prunings for ash fertilizer. 

 

 



 

 

But best of all, “each of us received Your gracious care,”   2 

So that, by spring, we plants … “together, formed a unity”   3 

–Every plant “adding its own strength,” to enhance the whole .   4 

Quite early on, I had become Abba’s ‘favourite’  

… Though I was planted, away to the side, in a sunny corner. 

Maybe because of that, I was watered FIRST, 

And You Abba, especially “took time to dig and manure” me.   5 

Now, rather than ‘ruby pearl’, 

– Because of my oily, glossy leaves – 

You call me “My Anointed One” … ‘My Christy’. 

 

As spring arrives, I begin to bloom … 

And sometimes, in the early evening , 

You seek me out, whispering as You approach 

“How delicate is the fragrance of your perfume” …   6 

Your words fill me with delight, as You sing 

“Even the sound of your name smells sweet”!   7 

And, as You come closer, my heart races 

 … As “ You look to see if my blossoms are opening”.   8 

At times, You pause “to drink in the nectar”, my luscious spring nectar    9 

… And You’re so close, my pollen lingers on Your nostrils ! 

 

 

 



 

You return again and again, until, in high summer, 

My pomegranates are fully ripened. 

My yearning now holds no bounds –  

“ Yes ! Kiss me, with the kisses of Your mouth”   10 

… Taste the ruby pearls of my fruit – consume me ! 

… Draw me to Yourself ‘AD-ORA’ : to Your lips ! 

… Truly, in AD-ORATION ! 

Yes ! My prayer … my ‘oration’ …is answered ! 

I breathe in Your Breath … 

As You delight in me ! 

 

And, while You’ve left 

An imprint of Your Love upon my lips, 

It’s the imprint ON MY HEART 

That deeply counts ! 

I hope to leave 

This same love-imprint 

On the hearts of my seedlings 

… As each day, around me, 

They revel in the warming light 

Of our sunny corner . 

\________________________________ 

1 Poem 1122, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 27. 

2 Eph 4:7  `3 Eph 4:12  4 Eph 4:16  5 Lk 13:8  6Sg 1:3        7 IBID         8 Sg 7:13  

9 Cf Sg 8:2  10 Sg 1:2 

  



Poem 1123            
Adorable Abba    1                         

SEE NOTE FIRST 

– 1 of a TRILOGY –  

 

O Abba, You are adorable … 

Drawing us, ‘ad-ora’ … ‘to Your LIPS’ ,   ‘to be KISSED’   2 

…So that ‘ to adore’, is to allow You to kiss US: 

How wondrous You are, to choose to kiss US – we are Yours !’ 

 

Since the heart-instinct of faith-filled people 

Is to hand over ALL to You, Abba 

– Let all of our hearts, change ! 

Enthuse them ALL … to surrender ALL ! 

 

O Abba, our heart’s desire, midst violence, is to be gentle 

… For to be gentle, is to be GODLIKE, like You 

… A lovable Father, ever so sensitive, ever so inclusive : 

“ Treat us gently, as You Yourself are gentle.”  3 

 

O, How blessed are we, with such a Father ! 

Your boundless graciousness, begets graciousness in us 

… Ensuring that Your Spirit’s abundant graces 

Cascade into our lives … “grace upon grace”,   4 

Rendering us ever obliging, thoughtful, and thankful. 

 

 



 

 

Abba, because Your Spirit of Peace, ‘IS the forgiveness of sins’,   5 

Move all-of-open-heart, to forgiveness 

… So that the Spirit’s Peace that follows forgiveness, 

May fill their hearts . 

 

Most blest are we, Abba, to inherit Adam and Eve’s privilege –  

To have You walk with us, in Your garden … in Your ‘Paradisum’.   6 

We do so, en-Personed as we are, 

IN Jesus Ascended, who assures us … 

“Know, that I AM with you always”.   7 

Thus, together IN Him, hand in hand with You, Abba, 

We are wholly open to Your Spirit-Presence . 

 

 

_____________________________________ 

NOTE:                  The whole of this 30 Day Retreat was bathed in light 

   … the light of God’s love … from beginning to end. 

   As a Retreat OVERVIEW, I wrote a trilogy of poems 

   – One each for Abba, Jesus Ascended, and the Spirit 

   – On Each Person’s ACTIVATING PRESENCE 

   Within the Fellowship of love, within our lives . 

   I wrote two poems on this, Day 28, and the last one, on Day 29. 

 

1 Poem 1123, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 28. 

2 From the Latin     3 Dn 3:42  4 Jn1:16          5 Church’s Eastertide Liturgy post-Communion prayer.  

  

6 From the Latin, from the Greek, from the Persian word for ‘garden of delights’           . 7 Mt 28:20 (IB), (JB 

1966). 



Poem 1124     
Brother Jesus    1             (See Note for Poem 1123) 

–2 of a TRILOGY –  

 

Ascended Jesus, 

You wed all that is human, to all that is divine. 

As a brother, You enflesh all our aspirations for the divine, 

By humbly en-earthing Yourself 

As the very best of what it is to be human 

… While living fully “within the limitations of our weakness.”   2 

 

Both for You, and for us, Jesus, 

Your Abba’s WONDROUS FATHERING, and Mary’s GRACED MOTHERING, 

Together enable Your DIVINE BROTHERING of us. 

O what a marvellous Mystery ! 

How lovingly You draw us, AS FAMILY, in Your Spirit, 

Into Your very own relationship with Abba ! 

 

Brother Jesus, in Your garden 

… Not ‘of delights’, but of facing death’s terror … 

The agony of Gethsemane resolves itself into a simple, radical choice 

Where all is TRUST … 

Enabling us, too, to pray Your prayer 

– “Everything is possible for You Abba !”   3 

 

 



IMMERSED, through our unfolding baptismal grace, in Your Paschal Mystery, 

And thus, in Your SACRIFICIAL LOVE, Jesus, 

Our suffering draws us into Your Abba’s arms 

… Because of His depthless Godly compassion for You ! 

We, as Your family, are thus ABBA’S BLEST HEIRS ! 

 

Jesus, Your REVEALED EQUALITY with Abba and the Spirit 

In Your Ascension, 

Wholly ELEVATES our human equality, DIVINIZING IT . 

Indeed, as the first among human equals, 

Your offer of Paschal adoption 

… Allows us to be drawn into Your Ascended Person, 

So that, IN You, we become 

EQUAL sons and daughters of the SAME Father ! 

 

O Jesus Ascended, the most blest of humanity, 

You are the unceasing focus of Abba’s love, 

And the Eternal template for the Spirit’s creativity … 

Within the heart-spaces of humanity ! 

 

Ascended Jesus, AS God, You are our friend, our companion 

… Even to sharing Your Dad with us ! 

… And lavishing us with Your Spirit ! 

– While sharing the very best of all that’s human ! 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1124, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 28. 

2 Heb 5:2  3 Mk 14:36. 



Poem 1125    
Loyce, Our Paschal Spirit   1       (See Note for Poem 1123) 

 

––3 of a TRILOGY ––  

 

The Spirit’s ‘garden’ reduces a garden’s usual dimensions 

To the VERY PERSON of the Risen Jesus 

… To that singular “new’ human being, who transcends all time and all space,   2 

Forever rising, ascending, and giving us the Spirit !  

Yes ! In His very Person … Paradise beckons !   3 

 

Taken up with the Ascended Jesus, into the arms of Abba 

––Graced through Sacrament and Spirit ––  

We are one with all Creation, both alive and inanimate, 

… Cosmic brothers and sisters of a Cosmic Christ ! 

 

Thus, in our en-Spirited “new humanity’,   4 

––All are open, in Christ, to each other 

All “belong to each other”  5 

… Indwelling on another, 

As he indwells them   6 

In the Paschal Spirit ! 

Because our en-Spirited humanity 

Is utterly at home with God 

… Within us, and between us … 

Historical transformative changes emerge, 

As the Paschal Spirit ever-ushers-in ‘the age of the Spirit’.  



 

This Spirit of the Pasch becomes our Love, our Joy and our Peace, 

Our ‘ L-OY-CE’    7 

… The One who RELATES us to all others, in Christ, 

Such that, all OUR RELATING ultimately focuses on Abba ! 

And our new life becomes a Paschal Life-Journey WITH Loyce ! 

 

As each new life-horizon appears for us, 

Loyce, our Paschal Spirit, 

Is its seed, its budding, its blossoming 

… And the fruiting of God’s Life of Love, 

Within and between us ! 

 

Loyce our Paschal Spirit, is God’s active Presence, 

VITALIZING all, within and without. 

Wondrously, Loyce BREATHES through our lives, integrating all 

… Both, as the God of spontaneity and surprises, 

And as the God of patient growth, and ever-deepening peace 

––Suffusing our every experience with the Wonder of the Divine . 

 

Loyce our Paschal Spirit, also ENABLES us 

To both “TAKE AND EAT’, all that is of Christ,   8 

Continually entrusting it all to Abba 

… Ever enabling our life-choices, to be truly PASCHAL, 

And our very personalities, to be profoundly EUCHARISTIC . 

 

 



 

Loyce our Paschal Spirit, is for us always, 

The Spirit of Equality, and thus of Human Dignity. 

As such, the Spirit CENTRES our identity 

In Christ, as our BROTHER, 

And thus, IN Abba, as ‘His Father and our Father’.   9 

In so doing, the Spirit elevates our dignity, and destiny, to the Divine : 

Drawing our essential self, and our deepest emotions 

Within Jesus Ascended’s own wondrous communing with Abba ! 

 

Finally, Loyce our Paschal Spirit, 

As the Spirit of the Beauty of Love, 

Radiates this glory of God ceaselessly, 

Within and without, 

Enbeautying our lives and our environs, 

Inviting us, to CENTRE our lives on LOVE . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1125, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 29. 

2 Eph 2:15 (JB)           3 See footnote 6 Poem 1123.         4 Eph 2:15 (NRSV)          5 Rom 12:5                

6 Cf Jn 14:17,20            7 Pronounced ‘LOY-CEE’          8 Mt 26:26               9 Cf Jn 20:17 

NOTE:  Day 30 the following day was the end of the RETREAT.  No poem for Day 30. 

  



Poem 1126     
Seed of Eternal Life   1 

 

Death is not only the opposite of life, 

But, as the STILL-BORN offspring of sin, 

Is the very negation of life ! 

As sin’s culmination … 

It is anti-life, hostile to life ! 

 

How wondrous then, for humanity, 

… For all creation … 

Is the Paschal Christ’s victory over death 

–Emptying death of all its content ! 

Indeed, Abba transforms His Beloved’s BODY 

Into a waiting womb … in which He plants 

The seed of ETERNAL LIFE 

–His own divinely life-giving Love ! 

 

How doubly wondrous is His RENEWAL of life 

For us, now : 

“Life is CHANGED, not ended ! 

And an eternal dwelling 

Is MADE READY for us !”   2 

Life, for us, is not only resurgent, 

But is utterly transformed … wholly transcended … 

By being ELEVATED to the Divine ! 

___________________ 

NOTE: No new poem was written until this New Year, 2013. 

1 Poem 1126, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Holidays Gold Coast, January 2013.      2 Church’s Mass for the Dead. 



Poem 1127       
Fountain of Life   1 

 

Jesus Ascended 

…En-Spirited with Life 

Within Abba’s Embrace … 

Is death’s antidote ! 

Humanity’s ever-renewing FOUNTAIN OF LIFE ! 

 

Uplifted to His Father 

Jesus enables us, His brothers and sisters 

–To COME ALIVE within Abba’s Embrace ! 

–To have all our relationships re-vitalized and transformed ! 

–To join in Creation’s Song of Thanks … 

For our being UPLIFTED TO THE DIVINE, in Him ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1127, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Holidays Gold Coast, January 2013. 

  



Poem 1128        
Sacrifice’s Cycle of Love   1 

 

In sacrificing for another, 

Our fond hope is that what we give 

Is of real value 

– Specifically, so that the other, will FEEL VALUED. 

 

Moreover, in this very act of giving … 

The newly created ‘space’ in our hearts 

Is an invitation to the God of all life, 

… Who responds to every love-vacuum … 

To fill our hearts, to overflowing 

… Allowing us, to feel Divinely valued ourselves, 

And, with quickened hearts, in turn, 

Valuing others, ever more deeply . 

 

Thus, sacrificing for another, 

Becomes the initial impetus 

Of an ever-deepening 

CYCLE OF LOVE  

… Mirroring Abba, Jesus and the Spirit’s  

Own eternal Circle of Love ! 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1128, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, February 2013. 

 



Poem 1129     
The Merest Spark of Love   1 

 

The merest spark of true love 

Between any two human beings 

Is something to sing about. 

The sparkle of love 

Lighting up human hearts, 

Is something choirs of angels 

Exult over!  

 

Why ?  Because all love … 

Has its source 

In the God “who-IS-love’   2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1129, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, March 2013. 

2 1Jn 4:8. 

 



Poem 1130    
Sharing Your Fellowship of Equality   1 

 

Humiliation, trauma, heartbreak 

… In a word, deep suffering, 

Gives those, committed to co-suffer with Christ, 

A heart-sense, to ‘discover’  

… The depths of His ever-faithful Presence, 

… And the layered paradox for us, in bearing His Cross . 

 

O Jesus, our brother, 

In our profound desire to attract others to You, 

Through experiencing deep empathy with our every act of compassion 

– Inflame our hearts with Your Spirit 

By allowing our lives to resonate with Yours on the Cross ! 

O Jesus, as our lives become ever more truly human, like Yours  

... Evermore let our Spirit-fired PASSION-FOR-LIFE 

Reveal Your humble, gentle, crucified face to others . 

 

O Jesus, brother without compare, 

Your young adult life was radicalized 

By the stark inequality You witnessed ! 

This happened because Your open-hearted life, was so wondrously devoted 

To Abba … “the God who has no favourites” !   2 

Brother Jesus, stoke the fires of our PASSION FOR EQUALITY ! 

 



 

Very personally, set my heart ablaze 

With Your passion TO SHARE WITH US 

... Your EQUALITY WITH OUR HUMANITY, on the Cross 

… And, therein, Your Fellowship of Equality with Abba and Loyce ! 

  

 

 

Let Your heart-bursting love for the side-lined 

Light up my ministry of love and prayer : 

Give wings to Your Spirit’s ‘ promptings’, in our lives, 

And let Your arms enfold … 

All those I reach out to include and embrace . 

 

And Jesus, closest of brothers, 

Be the heart, 

The radiant, inner life-force 

Of ‘Your-our’ intimacy 

With Abba ! 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________ 

1 Poem 1130, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Holy Week 2013. 

2 Rom 2:11. 

 



Poem 1131      
Unable to Delight in God   1 

 

 

Greed, the hungering for wealth or possessions, 

Will STEAL your soul : 

Little by little, 

It will undercut and hollow out – 

Your key life-decisions, 

Your dreams of personal security, 

And your very destiny ! 

 

If you lust, 

Or seek to satisfy 

Your appetite for SELF-FOCUSSED sexual pleasure, 

You will be unable, ultimately … 

To delight in God, 

Or, in those who do so, 

Or, in any relationship 

Beyond your own fantasies … 

Which, increasingly, will hold you CAPTIVE ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

If through arrogance, pride, or vanity, 

You SEEK … 

To self-empower, 

To self-celebrate, 

Or to self-enhance, 

You will tire of your own company, 

Fail to value and keep friends, 

Be constantly seeking an audience, 

–Yet find Fellowship with God 

… Unnecessary ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1131, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, April 2013. 

 



Poem 1132         
My Humanity within Yours   1 

 

 

O Jesus, 

Fully live out Your humanity, within mine, 

And grace me to live out my humanity, within Yours 

– With the freedom  with which You are free –  

And thus, live it out fully, within others ! 

 

O Jesus, gift me 

To live with the gracious regularity 

Of Your own human rhythms … 

But also to welcome, hour by hour, as You did … 

The Spirit of Surprise ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1132, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, April 2013. 

NOTE: Used by author as a prayer after communion. 

  



Poem 1133    
Each Eucharistic Community   1 

 

 

O Jesus, 

Thank You for the special grace today, 

Of this Eucharistic community of Yours : 

(Breathing IN) … I RECEIVE all that is theirs 

(Breathing OUT) … I GIVE all that is mine 

 

… (Repeat the last couplet, twice more)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1133, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, April 2013. 

NOTE: Used by the author as a prayer after communion. 

  



Poem 1134        
Love Is the Only Key   1 

 

The Paschal Mystery is a loving, lovable Presence 

That dazzles and captivates our hearts, 

Transforming all who are open to its wonders ! 

Yet, paradoxically, it is only by living out 

The specific Christian Mystery of SUFFERING … 

That we are drawn into the depths of this enveloping Paschal Mystery . 

 

By thus co-suffering with Christ, 

Through His Spirit, we can lovingly have our suffering transcended 

… For ourselves … and for others, 

Thereby allowing this Paschal Spirit to integrate our lives, ever more fully . 

 

We thus learn, through this experience, 

That LOVE is the only key to under-standing , TO LIVING OUT 

The enigma of pain, loss, isolation and disconnectedness. 

It is only the LOVE of the Crucified Jesus 

That can truly illuminate this enigma’s impenetrability. 

Yes, it is only crucified LOVE, alone, 

In His Risen, Ascended Person, 

Who can incorporate human woundedness and estrangement 

INTO A FELLOWSHIP, that Divinely integrates ALL 

… Lovingly filling all hearts with Paschal Joy and Peace. 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1134, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, April 2013. 



Poem 1135    
To Take on Christ’s Identity   1 

 

Wondrously transformed by Grace, 

I no longer live out of my own identity, 

But, enabled by the Spirit, welcome Christ 

To live out His identity within mine ! 

O! What deep joy it is … 

To be able to surrender our identity, and take on Christ’s ! 

 

To do so is to challenge this century’s worldly mindset 

That so exalts ‘being your own person’! 

To do so is to undergo that metanoia 

That so exhilarated Saint Paul –  

“I live now, NOT with my own life, 

But with the life of CHRIST who lives in me !”   2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1135, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, April 2013. 

2 Gal 2:20. 



Poem 1136    
An Ever-Attentive Compassion   1 

 

 

Loving Father, open our eyes, our hearts, 

To the needs of our brothers and sisters . 

Inspire in us, an ever-attentive compassion : 

To comfort those who labour and are overburdened,   2 

To honour those with low self-worth, 

To be ever-inclusive, ever warm-hearted to all . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1136, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, April 2013. 

2 Mt 11:28. 

  



Poem 1137     
Sensitized to Pray   1 

 

The margins of life are an ideal place for prayer –  

Being sidelined spiritually, emotionally, socially 

Often offers us a choice : 

To languish, depressed … resenting what we’ve lost, 

Or to see our ‘emptying-out’ as an invitation … 

To be permeated by that Paschal Presence 

“ Who fills all in all ”,   2 

And who leads us along His Way 

… Of being uplifted to a new risen Life 

… Of being raised, in His Ascent to Abba’s Embrace 

… Of being en-Spirited with a heart, sensitized to pray. 

 

Thus graced, we find ourselves 

Midst many sidelined brothers and sisters 

Who, in being similarly ‘emptied out,’ and Divinely uplifted, 

Come together in prayer, 

With lives increasingly CENTERED 

In the prayer of the Paschal Jesus 

… Hearts OPEN, IN HIS, to receive, 

… Hearts FREE, IN HIS, to give. 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1137, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, April 2013. 

2 Eph 1:23 

  



Poem 1138         
Closed hearts   1 

 

“If you do not forgive others, 

Your Father will not forgive your failings either .”               (Mt 6:15) 

 

Hearts that are closed to others 

Stay CLOSED to the Father’s forgiveness. 

If we, in our mean-spiritedness 

–Do not want other hurt people 

To receive God’s comfort before us 

… And so gain an ‘advantage’ over us   

–Or, we simply want to force them 

To forgive FIRST, 

Our hearts will grow proud, cold and inflexible 

… In a word, CLOSED and INSENSITIVE . 

 

Thus, we’ll fail to sense Jesus’ gentle knocking 

On our heart’s door 

… Oblivious of His seeking to sit at the table of forgiveness.    2 

Simply, if our hearts do not STAY OPEN, 

If we refuse to be soft-hearted, flexible, and inclusive … 

We lock Jesus’ gentle Father 

Out of our lives ! 

We’ll find we cannot bring ourselves 

To pray this prayer to Abba … 

“Treat us gently, as You Yourself are gentle .”   3 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1138, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, May 2013. 

2 Cf Rev 3:20  3 Deut 3:42. 



Poem 1139     
Unlimitedness   1 

 

 

Gospel poverty gifts us with the potential 

for unlimited OPENNESS to God 

… through self-emptying 

 

Gospel chastity gifts us with the potential 

for unlimited INTIMACY with God 

… through self-surrender . 

 

Gospel obedience gifts us with the potential 

for unlimited DIGNITY, as God’s Child 

… through choosing utter dependence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

Poem 1139, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, May 2013. 
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Poem 1140     
O What a Mystery   1 

 

 

Stanza 1 

Jesus Ascended is GOD-WHO-IS-WITH-US, 

Our key Intimate, our closest possible Friend 

… Wondrously uniting, in deepest communion, 

Our humanity with the Divine ! 

 

Stanza 2 

Eternally, however … 

in the Spirit, and open to our senses in the Sacraments, 

He utterly transcends our shared humanity … 

As God-who-is-utterly-other 

– Because, even as the key RELATIONAL OTHER of our 

lives, 

He is wholly beyond us ! Wholly SURPASSES us ! 

O What a Mystery ! 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1140, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, May 2013. 

  



Poem 1141     
Cheek to Cheek   1 

 

 

 

Suffering , wholly lived out, with Christ, 

Makes the person’s face TRANSPARENT 

Revealing their inner reality … 

The ‘face’ of their spirit 

Which reflects that of Jesus 

Who holds such a one so very close 

“… Cheek to cheek”!   2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1141, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, May 2013. 

2 Cf Hos 11:4. 

  



Poem 1142     
The Gift of Knowledge   1 

 

 

The Spirit’s gift of KNOWLEDGE 

Allows us ‘to personally experience’ and so, ‘to know’  

The Divine Person of the living Christ : Jesus Risen and Ascended 

… Overwhelmingly, through SACRAMENT. 

Firstly, we have graced access to Jesus’ Divinity … 

Through the PRIMAL SACRAMENT – of His Humanity, 

And, by extension, through the COMPANIONING SACRAMENTS, of the Church. 

These latter involve firstly, OUR OWN HUMANITY becoming involved 

– Through specific forms of human ritual, and both verbal and body language, 

… All of which He shares with  us as brothers and sisters ; 

– And secondly, through specific THINGS OF EARTH, which He also co-opts as HUMAN symbols 

… Water, oils, bread and wine . 

 

Above all else, what Jesus Risen and Ascended 

Most deeply wants to share WITH US 

Is the CENTRAL RELATIONSHIP of His life on earth 

– His relationship as Beloved SON, with His Abba-God 

… A relationship TRANSFORMED for Him, and us, through the Paschal Mystery . 

Equally, this unique relationship is only ever ENABLED, 

For Abba and Himself, 

Through the Enabling Presence of Their Spirit of Love . 

 



 

 

 

The Spirit’s gift of KNOWLEDGE 

Allows us ‘to personally experience’ and so ‘to know’  

Abba’s dwelling within us, IN Christ, 

Accompanied, at times, by transient sensings, glimpses  

Into the Spirit’s indwelling us. 

 

We sense this abiding of the Spirit within us, only symbolically : 

– AS our hearts’ INNER FLAME … as our light, our zeal, and our creativity 

– AS the DIVINE BREATH …Vitalizing all relationship, all groupings 

– AS the DIVINE ENERGY … enabling all loving, communing, and uniting 

– AS the DOVE … initiator of mission, bearer of both peace and joy . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1142, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, May 2013. 

  



Poem 1143    
The Gift of Understanding   1 

 

 

The Spirit’s gift of UNDERSTANDING 

Consists in God’s deep revelations TO us 

As to what UNDER-LIES our surface understandings 

Of our FAITH’S central mysteries. 

It is not a matter of infused understandings. 

Still, it is a SPECIAL grace 

… Given to DEPTH our understanding 

Of the things of God . 

 

We are gifted with these understandings 

Mostly, through inner listening … and deeper receptivity, 

And mostly through promptings, insights, and images that flow into open hearts. 

Sometimes, however, in periods of crisis, suffering and confusion, 

We are called to surrender even our receptivity, 

And are moved to hand everything over to the Spirit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

At this graced time, St Paul becomes our best guide : 

“ The Spirit COMES TO HELP US in our weakness, 

For when we cannot choose words in order to pray properly, 

The Spirit Himself EXPRESSES OUR PLEAS 

In a way that could NEVER BE PUT INTO WORDS, 

And God who knows EVERYTHING IN OUR HEARTS, 

Knows PERFECTLY WELL what He means .”    2 

 

With God’s grace, these ‘pleas’ become our ‘understandings’ 

… Inexpressible understandings ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1143, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, May 2013. 

2 Rom 8:25, 26 

  



Poem 1144    
All Prayer Is a Homecoming  1 

 

All prayer is a homecoming. 

In prayer … in an especial way in Eucharist … 

We are gently CALLED HOME 

… Home to the heart-warming Fellowship 

That CENTERS our lives : 

… To the radiantly welcoming Face of Abba, 

… And to the familiarly human Face of Him 

Who is its lovingly perfect reflection 

– The Paschal Jesus, 

… And to the Vitalizing Presence of Loyce,   2 

Their wondrously Intimate Spirit ! 

 

Thus prayer, in this light, 

Takes a full lifetime to complete 

… Our ‘Amen !’ being sounded 

As we arrive home 

–As always, WITHIN Jesus Ascended – 

… Passing into Abba’s arms, 

The homecoming Arms of  Love ! 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1144, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, May 2013. 

2 ‘Loyce’ is my familiar name for the Spirit, from Love, Joy and Peace, pronounced ‘LOY-CEE’ . 

  



Poem 1145    
Becoming Paschal Hearts   1 

 

We sinners … 

Gifted with forgiveness, become grateful PRAYING HEARTS, 

Who, through humility are transformed into SERVING HEARTS, 

Who, suffused with love are further transformed into CRUCIFIED HEARTS 

Who then can offer their lives WITH JESUS 

In His holocaust surrender to His Abba –  

“Into Your hands, we entrust our spirits !”   2 

 

Abba, the tenderest of all fathers, 

Overflowing with compassion 

For His Beloved … and for us, in Him, 

Draws His humanity, and ours, in His, 

Into a Divinely transforming Embrace ! 

 

Thus, UPLIFTED continually in the Glorified Jesus, 

Our EVER-RISING HEARTS 

Become HEARTS, EVER-ASCENDING … 

Grateful and exhilarated, TO RETURN Abba’s Embrace ! 

 

Let all hearts change ! 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1145, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2013. 

2 Cf Lk 23,46. 

  



Poem 1146     
Pray for Love’s Victory   1 

 

 

 

Sin is NOT a Mystery – as is love. 

While initially, and on the surface, 

It is attractive and adrenalizing 

… In the long term, and at its core, 

Sin is isolating, irrational chaos, 

… Mindless repetition … sterility 

… The absence of anything of worth 

–NOTHINGNESS ! 

 

Why does anyone, ever then, 

Choose a limited human love 

The EXCLUDES God’s limitless love ?  

Why ? 

As such, sin is the sheer, bewildering choice of a fool. 

It is a CHOICE that disconnects us, ultimately, 

From the RELATIONSHIPS 

That integrate our lives . 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

In such a crisis, 

We need to pray to humanity’s only saviour, 

The humble and gentle Jesus of Nazareth … 

Who draws us to Himself 

To Paschal wholeness and community 

–Before sin’s insinuating ENVY 

Robs us of all our innocence, and hope : 

Abba, have mercy … 

Jesus, have mercy … 

Spirit, have mercy … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

1 Poem 1146, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2013. 

  



Poem 1147      
Jesus’ Centering Relationship   1 

 

 

The modern ‘search’ for God 

Is for the God sought in interpersonal relationships 

… That Mystery at the heart of all genuine relating. 

If graced with humility, 

Such seekers ARE DRAWN into this Mystery itself, 

Which CENTERS all authentic relationships . 

 

Here they sense the presence of Jesus, who, as our brother 

Is the TEMPLATE for all human ties . 

Here, Jesus seeks to attract us, to the relationship 

He treasures above all else : 

His wondrous Relationship with His Abba 

… The most loving of all fathers . 

 

In sharing with us the depths of Divine tenderness 

And a bondless compassion, 

Jesus seeks to invite us into their ‘source’  

–That same enabling Relationship with wholly centers His life 

And, through His Ascension to Abba, 

Amazingly centers ALL of humanity’s ties, 

And all those, within Creation itself ! 

 



 

 

 

But the generosity of Jesus-IN-God 

Knows no limits : 

He urges upon all authentic human ‘relaters’ 

The self-same DESTINY this Relationship promised Himself 

–A share in the Divine Circle of Love 

… The Eternal Fellowship of GIVING AND RECEIVING EQUALLY . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1147, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2013. 

  



Poem 1148    
Love’s Journey Is One of Love   1 

 

 

 

Love is the reason for love 

Love is love’s motivation 

Love begins with love 

Love’s journey is one of love 

Love’s destiny is love itself : 

Love uniting lover and beloved . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1148, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2013. 

  



Poem 1149     
So Wondrously   1 

 

O Abba … 

How simply, how tenderly, 

You rise within my heart … 

Your fragrant Breathing stills me 

Your graced Enrapture fills me,   2 

So wondrously … 

Your Love gives rise to mine . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1149, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2013. 

2  My general inspiration was St John of God’s  The Loving Flame;  The underlined words are a quote from Sr M. 

Flower’s translation of the same poem.  The capital in ‘Breathing’ is mine.  Author. 

  



Poem 1150     
Co-responsive Love   1 

 

While God’s is an enabling love 

     Ours is a responsive love : 

           While God’s love for us 

                 Enables our receiving of it, 

                         Even our love FOR God 

                                 Is also enabled by God . 

                                         Yet in both the receiving and giving, 

                                                  We freely choose to be thus enabled –  

                                                              Choosing thus to be co-responsive with God . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________________ 

1 Poem 1150, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2013. 

  



Poem 1151     
Graced Awe   1 

 

In EVERY movement of our heart to God 

Awe initiates the movement, 

Animating Creation’s ‘compass’ 

–A graced natural awe, deeply grounded in faith . 

This is as true for suffering-with-Christ 

As it is for graced exhilaration 

… Combined, as we glimpse God’s majesty in a well of pain. 

Thus awe is at home in our times of lowering skies, 

As it is in our kaleidoscopic dawns . 

 

Paradoxically, God often works positively in our spirits 

In the context of ‘unseeing’ hearts … puzzled, uncomprehending hearts 

Wholly unaware of being “renewed by a spiritual revolution” !   2 

God’s quite like the sunlight acting upon a seed 

In the dark womb of the earth … 

Drawing it towards itself until, finally, it erupts into life ! 

 

Similarly, graced awe can draw our hearts to new horizons, 

         And uplift our spirits … to marvel at God’s ways ! 

            And, just as faith begins the movement, 

                   It also reaps the harvest – of joy ! 
 

_______________________ 

1 Poem 1151, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, July 2013. 

2 Eph 4:23. 



Poem 1152    
Grace for Others, Changes Me   1 

 

Led by the Spirit,  

We are at times sensitized 

To co-suffer with Christ FOR OTHERS 

… Sacrificing for a family member, 

… Deepening one’s tolerance for another’s unfeeling behaviour, 

… Experiencing graced empathy for those struggling with sin, 

… And espousing Christian awe 

For the Spirit’s many mysterious creative paths to Calvary. 

 

As our hearts open to those who suffer, 

We become grateful for our own vulnerabilities 

Within the flow of God’s healing compassion. 

This is BECAUSE the grace that flows to others, 

Courses through my spirit AS WELL, 

Readying it … for a change of heart . 

In changing them, grace changes me . 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1152, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, July 2013. 

  



Poem 1153    
Alive in Our Eternal Humanity   1 

 

 

 

Through grace we are moved 

From being a human being, seeking to raise one’s self 

To God’s level, 

… Both to one who surrenders his future 

To the humble-hearted Son of Man, 

Our crucified brother, 

… Then to one who is radically uplifted, in Jesus Risen, 

To Abba’s ennobling of our humanity ! 

Ultimately, as ‘the many in the One’ , 

We have our humanity utterly transformed 

–Openly DIVINIZED in Jesus Ascended ! 

 

As such, NOW THROUGH GRACE … 

We are gifted both with the Promise 

And with the veiled experience 

Of an Eternal Humanity  

… Lived out IN Jesus Ascended . 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Our humanity, thus, has been borne on a journey 

From one seeking to be self-empowered 

… To a humbled humanity blest with the grace 

Of co-suffering with Christ, 

… To a raised humanity, beloved of Abba, 

Deluged with the joy of resurrected Life. 

… To an ascendant, uplifted humanity 

Honoured, in Jesus Ascended, 

With a Divine Father ! 

And with an Eternal Humanity ! 

 

Our Divinized Humanity enjoys – even now, through grace – being wholly en-Spirited 

BOTH, with Jesus’ compassion 

… As we sit in the gutter with a despairing brother or sister ; 

And with the EXPERIENCE of Christ Himself 

…  In His exhilaration as the Ascended Son, 

Dancing  the Dance of Love with Abba ! 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1153, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2013. 

 

  



Poem 1154        
Love Streaming from One to the Other   1 

 

As Gabriel’s calming words at Nazareth, 

“ Mary, do not be afraid”,   2 

Settled gently within her open spirit, 

Mary’s heart of faith 

Felt deep joy in Abba’s murmured assurance 

‘ Yes, you are to carry God, 

Because God is to carry you !’  

 

Unlike Mary, 

We might conceive of God’s Presence within us 

As just-for-me … 

But God, in entering His world through us, 

Is within us, as in Mary 

As a STREAM of love 

… A springtime stream overflowing its banks,    

Deluging all our lives with love ! 

 

The wonder of grace, then, 

Is that when it is gifted to us 

We become the honoured portal 

For God’s entry into others’ lives 

… Love streaming from one to the other . 

________________________ 

1 Poem 1154, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2013. 

2 Lk 1:30   



Poem 1155        
Proclaiming God’s Abiding Presence   1 

 

 

Mary receives the Word 

Not only within her faith-consciousness, 

But within her own flesh : 

Her body vibrating with the echoes of the Divine 

Resonating, in time, with it 

– Filling her voice with song 

Freeing her spirit to SOAR, 

“ My soul glorifies my Lord !”   2 

 

As the months of the year unfold, 

She herself becomes a proclamation 

Of God’s ABIDING Presence 

… Within a humanity, pregnant with hope . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________ 

1 Poem 1155, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2013. 

2 Lk 1:46. 

 



Poem 1156    
Our Trans-historical Humanity   1

 

“ Man is not completely historical.”  

(Benedict xvi, Osservattorre Romano March 15, 2006.) 

 

While deeply grounded in time, 

And in the evolution of our earth 

Humankind’s communal and personal trajectories 

Are powerfully and intrinsically influenced 

By their relationship to the TRANS-HISTORAL Trinity, 

And equally by the Life they live in Christ, NOW ! 

 

For those who are COMMITTED to Christ’s Indwelling Presence 

All earth-bound decisions they take, are, at heart, 

United to His trans-historical HUMANITY … 

And thus are, to varying degrees, trans-historical decisions. 

Indeed, “the deepest meaning of history, goes beyond history 

And finds its full explanation in the God-man”   2 

… Such that, those incorporated in Christ, 

Live within history, yet transcend space and time ! 

 

Marvellously, IN Christ’s trans-historical Person, 

Jesus gives us, “continuity to our being, and communicability between persons “.   3 

So that, amazingly, we are able to transcend ourselves, IN, Christ 

… To COMMUNE WITH OTHERS, across space, and across time . 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1156, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2013. 

2 Pope John Paul 11, in Memory and Identity.           3 Pope Benedict xvi, Osservattorre Romano March 15, 

2006. 



Poem 1157    
Our Essentially Dependent Nature   1 

 

 

“ To pray is to accept our vulnerability.”   2 

It is to be open to humankind’s necessary reliance on God 

… For wholeness, and for healing. 

Yes, to pray, is to allow grace to enflesh us 

In our own essentially DEPENDENT nature … 

For without God, we will surely damage 

Our own best future, 

And thus become un-anchored, Disoriented – even lost ! 

 

Thus prayer allows God’s Spirit 

To re-orient us, in our confusion and vulnerability, 

To our true Destiny 

– A home, together, in God . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1157, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, September 2013. 

2 Thomas Merton. 

  



Poem 1158         
The Spirit of Subtlety   1 

 

To pray contemplatively 

Is TO BE LED, lovingly, 

Into the Mystery of Divine Intimacy . 

 

O Spirit of Subtlety 

– Ready us always, to be sensitive 

To Your simple promptings, 

As You lead us, ever so gently, 

To Abba’s Presence within every presence. 

Ready us always, to allow ourselves to be aligned to Jesus, 

Our one true compass, 

Who points us unerringly to Love’s Presence, within 

… Even in hearts of darkness . 

 

O Spirit of Subtlety 

In Abba’s Embrace of us, NOW, in Jesus Ascended, 

Prompt us, each to be DRAWN 

To all others in Christ, within this Embrace 

– The wondrous LOCUS and TEMPLATE of all prayer 

… Be that everyday praying, Eucharist, or contemplative surrender . 

Indeed this Embrace 

Is the wondrous LOCUS and TEMPLATE of all encounters 

With the Divine ! 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1158, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, September 2013. 



Poem 1159    
I Will Gather You Together   1

 

 

Love says, 

“ I think thoughts of peace, my people, 

And not of affliction … 

You will call upon me, 

And I will answer you … 

I will gather you, together, 

To the place from which I exiled you” .    2 

 

Abba, take and receive 

All that I am 

… Together with ALL WHO WE ARE IN CHRIST. 

Deepen my covenant with You, 

So that my graced experience 

Of sharing in the lived injustice done to others 

… As their pain unfolds … 

May move my spirit, to the deepest empathy 

As You fulfil my deep hopes for them. 

 

My special desire is that ALL OUR HEARTS CHANGE, 

And continually open TO THE EUCHARISTIC SACRIFICE 

… At the heart of the Paschal Mystery 

– So that we can say of each of us 

‘ How wondrous, how mysterious is God’s gift of grace !’    

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1159, The Day of Preparation for the Blue Mountains Retreat, Coffs Harbour,  October 2013.               2 
Jer 29:11-14 (excerpts) 

NOTE: This is a prayer for all those affected by, moved by, The Royal Commission into Institutional Abuse of 

Children … and beyond that. 
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Poem 1160                                

Who Is It ?   1 

 

 

Who is it ? 

– Who is the lynchpin 

To the mystery of being human ? 

– Who first trod the way of UNIVERSAL compassion, 

And suffered the pain of feeling the DEEPEST human empathy ? 

– Who freely shared a WHOLLY INCLUSIVE vision 

… Of lives, drawn together in love, 

In a community of ALL God-centred hearts ? 

Who is it ? 

JESUS : the DIVINE HEART CENTRE of human compassion, joy and peace . 

 

 

 

It is Jesus 

Who both sourced these heart energies of our humanity, 

And who, in His Person, revealed our humanity’s DESTINY … 

LIFE-WITHIN-THE-ARMS of His Abba-God ! 

It was Jesus, whose heart ached 

That His Abba’s encompassing love for Himself … become OURS ! 

 

 

 



Jesus’ deepest intuition 

Is that we ‘ brother’ and ‘ sister’ each other, 

Within His PASCHAL family 

… So we may come to share 

His own new way of being human 

– Becoming both the Emmaus teacher, AND the Emmaus disciples 

… Proclaiming the Word, receiving the Word 

… And celebrating the Word – EUCHARISTICALLY raised to Life, uplifted to Abba’s 

Embrace ! 

 

To begin, Jesus invites us 

Into the camaraderie of “ the poor in spirit”,    2 

Coaxing us … to plunge into a radical discipleship 

With the sidelined of our earthen community ; 

… To IDENTIFY with a broken, forgiveness-seeking humanity 

– Just as He Himself did, in His baptism . 

And, to do so, again like Him, 

From the very heart, of His one, key relationship 

… His being IMMERSED, in the Embrace of His Abba-God ! 

 

Within this enveloping Fatherly embrace, 

It becomes stunningly obvious 

That the way of life for us 

Is to be one of FOLLOWING Jesus, 

Not, with a self-fulfilling independence of spirit 

– But through humbly IMITATING 

The thorn-wreathed Jesus, 

In His mission of self-sacrificing love . 



 

In so doing, we allow ourselves to be DRAWN – 

Into the very PERSON of Jesus, 

Into the inclusive FELLOWSHIP with Jesus Ascended, 

Into the REALITY of our new humanity … 

Which He visioned, on the hillside of Galilee 

– “ To love those who oppose you 

… Be good to them. 

… Pray for them . ”   3 

 

 

Then, in a deeply human way, 

Jesus invites us 

To continually celebrate 

WHO-WE-ARE-WITH-HIM : 

… Our Paschal identity, 

… Our Churched fellowship, 

… Our joy-filled Eternal destiny 

– Within His Abba’s arms, NOW ! 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________ 

1 Poem 1160, Day of Preparation for the Blue Mountains Retreat, Coffs Harbour, October 2013. 

NOTE: I composed this poem at my sister Patricia’s home, Coffs Harbour, on my way to the Retreat - on waking 

–at 4am ( Author). 

2 Mt 5:3  3 Cf Lk 6:27,28 

  



Poem 1161       

Jesus’ Own Joy, Centers Ours   1 

 

“ I’ve told you this, so that my joy MAY BE IN YOU, 

                                              And your joy be complete .”                               ( Jn 15:11) 

 

Our human joy, left to itself, is incomplete . 

Without Jesus in our lives, 

We constantly seek joy outside of ourselves : 

We fail TO CENTER ourselves, on our joy WITHIN . 

 

With His Paschal entry into our lives, 

Jesus centers us, within . 

His is a wondrously humanizing presence 

… If we but open our hearts to Him . 

 

Jesus’ own joy, shared with us, 

– His own HUMAN joy – 

Not only centers our joy within, but “ completes” it 

Bringing it to fulfilment, 

Exalting it so completely 

… That our human joy 

Breaks open – to bloom ! 

Opens to the Divine ! 

Blossoms with such glorious receptivity, 

That the Spirit of Life 

Allows Divine Joy 

To fruit within our spirits ! 



 

Thus, IN JESUS ASCENDED 

– The Divinely fragrant fruit of our humanity – 

Our JOY 

Finds its true home … 

“ Complete”, in the JOY of the Son of God ! 

– Itself, wondrously mirroring Abba’s OWN JOY ! 

IN the Spirit, who IS JOY ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________ 

1 Poem 1161, Blue Mountains Retreat, October 2013, Day 1. 

  



Poem 1162    

God’s Spirit Centers Our Lives   1
 

 

To center all our living, 

To assist in centering the spirits 

Of all those, received within our heart, IN Christ, 

We need to let go … 

So as to be drawn into the flow … 

The Flow of the Spirit’s Dreaming … 

To dream the Spirit-Dream 

– For ourselves, and with others ! 

 

This Co-Dreaming with the Spirit, 

Not only centers our PRESENT, 

But wondrously centers  

All our PAST living 

… Integrating it with our present 

– To provide a centering beacon 

For Christ’s cherished dream for our FUTURE ! 

 

If we are receptive 

To the Spirit’s Dreaming for us, 

Then, with delight – 

The Spirit ACTIVATES the dream ! 

ENABLES its unfolding ! 

And is eager to CELEBRATE its fulfilment ! 

… And to offer the cascade of graces 

That are its harvest of joy ! 



How does this Spirit-Dreaming 

Reveal itself ? 

Perhaps as the wind … appearing … and disappearing, 

Co-opting us to co-dream 

… Mostly, like a caressing breeze, 

… Sometimes, as a buffeting blast ! 

And though the Spirit’s invitation 

Is an open, simple, and free one, 

We can never encounter the Breath of the Spirit 

In the same form, in the same way 

… Ever again ! 

 

In effect, the Spirit murmurs to us 

‘ Seize the entry to your Spirit-Dream 

Whenever, wherever, it offers itself ! 

Every time is the best time … 

Every place, the perfect place … 

For Abba “ Does not ration the gift of the Spirit .”   2 

 

If we respond thus 

– Dream by dream – 

We will be “ renewed by a spiritual revolution”   3 

… For it is the Spirit 

Who so radiantly sees 

Who we can become IN CHRIST  

– The source, center, and summit of the New Creation ! 



 

 

 

Carried thus … into our future, 

On the wings of the Spirit, 

We become – 

The focus of Abba’s affection, 

The heart of Jesus’ brotherly pride, 

The center of the Spirit’s creativity 

– Truly, the fond focus of a Loving Fellowship ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________ 
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Poem 1163    

Jesus’ Passion for His Abba-God   1
 

 

Jesus left His baptism in the Jordan 

GOD-STRUCK 

… God-struck for being revealed 

As His Abba-God’s “ favourite” !    2 

As His Abba-God’s “ beloved”!   3 

… God-struck by Abba’s approval 

– Of His identification 

With “ the lowly” and “ the poor in spirit” ;   4 

– And of His quest for equality for ALL 

Within His Abba-God’s Kingdom 

… All children of His forgiveness ! 

… All children of His love ! 

 

Feeling deeply humble, yet exhilarated 

… At home with His Abba-God’s love, and with the love of His people, 

And deeply intent on committing His entire life to both, 

Jesus open-heartedly YEARNED, for the sake of His commitment, 

To be re-oriented, at depth : 

… To be re-visioned with Abba’s vision 

… To be re-formed, in Abba’s wisdom, 

… And to be radically opened to His Abba’s intimacy . 

 

 



 

Jesus firmly farewelled His tentative followers, 

As Abba’s Spirit of Dedication 

Almost physically “ drove Him”   5 

… To move away from them for a period, 

… To seek out solitude and silence, to still His excited spirit, 

… And to journey into that wilderness 

WITHOUT – away from His people, away form His disciples 

… Into a place of primal choices ; 

And also WITHIN – into jostling complex of emotions and motivations, 

‘ Waiting’, to be simplified, within His spirit . 

 

Responsive to the Spirit’s intuition, 

Jesus KNEW that dedicating Himself wholly to proclaiming Abba’s love, 

Would mean a deep inner struggle 

With His contending emotions and motivations, 

And a necessary LETTING GO . 

– Indeed, it would mean an open, free, and fearless ABANDOMENT 

Of His own desires and strategies for the future 

… To follow instead, Abba’s cherished DREAM for His “ Beloved Son”!   6 

Jesus also KNEW 

That identifying with the lowly and the poor in spirit, 

Would mean identifying 

With their pain, with their powerlessness, and with the multiple hurts 

Inflicted on them, through layered inequalities . 

 



As the day passed, 

These ‘ outer’ demons of His downtrodden people 

Morphed, for Jesus, into various ‘ inner’ demons 

– Insinuating, beguiling, and enticingly deceptive temptations . 

Striking roots deep into His psyche, 

These tempestuous trials 

Tested Jesus inwardly 

– Casting His usual equanimity aside 

– Disrupting His accustomed joy-filled RHYTHMS 

– Yet paradoxically, deepening some 

Of His earlier ideas and motivations . 

 

Indeed Jesus’ spirit became a battleground 

– As His TWIN PASSION … for His Abba-God, 

And for His beleaguered people … 

Was tested, purified, and simplified 

… Until a deeper, re-vitalized PASSION emerged . 

 

However, for this to happen, 

The Spirit of Abba’s Dream for Jesus 

Was challenged 

By Satan’s own darker, alluring temptations for Him … 

Firstly proposing that Jesus be an heroic saviour : 

… Riding the easy, populist wave, of the super-organiser 

… Of bread for the masses, and comfort for all, 

 



With this, came the allure to promote Himself, as the key supplier of needs, 

While deliberately down-playing His people’s own efforts and initiatives ! 

 

 

Secondly, Satan suggests the acquisition of personal power for Jesus ALONE – as a priority . 

This, he suggests could truly enhance Jesus’ cherished “ servant leadership”   6 

– Because while it postpones equality, it much more quickly ensures the coming of the kingdom . 

Satan adds that centralizing power in Jesus’ hands, is ESSENTIAL  

Because it will greatly promote the Good News more widely, and efficiently ! 

Yes ! Admittedly, this key objective ‘ could involve taking short-cuts’ … 

Such as discounting His own ideals, and people’s trust, for a while ; 

But, Satan insists, overall success can be ASSURED, if Jesus, makes a TEMPORARY deal with 

him : 

… “ Worship me, and it shall all be yours !”   7 

 

Then thirdly, appealing exquisitely, to Jesus’ newly revealed status as Abba’s Favourite, 

Satan twists it from a wondrous gift to be humbly accepted, 

To an opportunity for displaying His closeness to God ! 

Moreover, he adds, one could make disciples by astounding people 

… With supernatural marvels, magic, and miracles ! 

All this, Satan insinuates, switches the focus 

AWAY from Abba, to Jesus Himself … 

 

However, Jesus counters all these temptations 

Through His open-hearted humility before His God . 

More comfortingly, following this period of testing, 

Jesus spent a deeply formative time 

In profound intimacy with Abba . 



Altogether, as Jesus’s ‘ forty days’ ended, 

He felt wholly ASSURED –   

That Abba’s vision was now His vision, 

Abba’s people : His people 

Abba’s Kingdom of Love : His PASSION ! 

 

Jesus came out of the desert, at dawn : 

The wilderness WITHIN, no more ! 

The wilderness WITHOUT, a friend . 

Reflectively, overflowing with love, 

Jesus headed home … to Nazareth 

… With Malachi’s prophecy 

Held close, within His heart … 

“ The sun of righteousness will shine out, 

With healing in its wings”.    8 

 

Jesus made His way from Jericho, up along the Jordan, 

Across the Galilean farmland, to Nazareth on the heights 

… To His people … and to His beckoning MISSION : 

“ The Spirit of the Lord is upon me”.    9 

 

 

 

________________________________ 
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Poem 1164         

Joy, Our Paschal Identity   1 

 

“ That my own joy be in you, and your joy be complete” :   2 

Enthused by the Spirit of Easter, 

Christians radiate the reality of Paschal joy 

… In ever-widening circles … 

To those around them . 

 

Whatever happens 

– Come embarrassment, or whisperings of ‘ going too far, too soon’ – 

Let your joy spread 

UNCHECKED ! 

Abba delights in our joy … always, 

Because, it reflects who Jesus is ! 

 

Pray to the Spirit of Joy 

For joyful simplicity of spirit . 

Let this joy 

… Jesus’s Good News without speech … 

Ripple freely … innocently, unselfconsciously, 

Through all lives 

… At all times ! 

Joyfulness is, truly, our Paschal IDENTITY ! 

_____________________________ 
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Poem 1165         

Gardener of Our Spirits   1
 

 

 

O Spirit of Growth, 

Gardener of our spirits 

… The enrichment You supply 

Periodically needs to be … an initially pungent manure 

– To both re-start, and boost, our timidity and mediocrity . 

Mostly, however Your enrichment gifts us 

With a creative mix of nutrients, for our daily loving . 

These vitalizing ingredients 

Colour our lives with lush blooms, full of promise, 

– Which, providentially … need to fade and die … 

So as to bear fruit 

With nourishment, for many ! 

 

In this way, every such plant becomes 

 A EUCHARIST plant 

… Sacrificing itself 

So that many others may be nurtured . 

 

 

 

________________________ 
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Poem 1166    

A Constantly Welcoming Spirit   1
 

 

Deep within our spirits 

Are multiple treasures, 

Spirit-gifts lying idle ! 

 

Most are, simply, not sought out … left UNUSED ! 

Many, are HIDDEN AWAY … out of low self-esteem ; 

Some, when they do surface are purposely rejected 

… Out of our fear of ‘ being special’. 

Yet wondrously, each Spirit-gift is truly unique ! 

Sadly, many, even it accepted initially, are later disowned 

… Out of our fear of the need 

For our CONTINUING generosity of spirit, to enhance the gift’s growth . 

Truth to be told : most are not welcomed, or attended to, 

Out of pervasive LACK OF BELIEF  

In the Trinity’s GLORIFICATION of our human dignity ! 

 

What a loss ! What a loss ! 

God is SO good : how little we care ! 

All of us need to pray for an Uplifted humanity : 

For graced big-mindedness, and open-heartedness, 

For that humility … 

To ALLOW God’s glory 

To radiate our fragile humanity ! 



 

Graciousness and gratitude cost so little ! 

We’re given the Universe … and we count our grains of sand ! 

It’s time – to count our blessings . 
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Poem 1167     

To Love Like God   1 

 

 

For a lot of people 

Their lives lie lazily about … 

Un-inspired, 

Un-energized, 

… Lacking deeper purpose 

… All because, of a RELUTANCE TO LOVE ! 

 

Inwardly as well, they lounge about 

Listlessly awaiting 

The Spirit’s stimulus 

… To INVIGORATE 

… To REVITALIZE 

Their loving ! 

 

However, loving begins … 

Not when we are gifted with energy, 

Nor when  we regain a sense of purpose, 

But with ATTRACTION . 

Therein, we are drawn 

To what is beautiful in others, in The Other . 

That is, we are drawn to what is INWARDLY beautiful : 

For “ The beauty of the Queen’s daughter is WITHIN”.   2 

 



 

In truth, 

What is most beautiful inwardly, 

Is love itself ! 

Love truly begins for us, 

When we are attracted 

To what is lovable and loving in the other : 

LOVE ATTRACTS LOVE, and is attracted to love ! 

 

O ! What then happens, 

What a lovable God entices us to love ? 

Jesus’ overwhelming love on Calvary 

Is stunningly LOVING, in human terms :  

‘ He bled for us ! Poured out ALL … the whole of His blood … 

Just for us !’ 

Jesus is thus, OVERWHELMINGLY ATTRACTIVE 

– ‘ What a truly beautiful person He is ! 

… He asks for nothing !’ 

– ‘ He’s so deeply, deeply GIVING  

… He offers Himself FREELY for us !’ 

– ‘ I feel really moved to tears by His love 

… Just overcome !’ 

– ‘ What a wonderfully beautiful person ! 

… I can’t but love Him !’ 

– ‘ Truly, His love moves US TO LOVE…’ 

 



 

 

 

Yes !  Jesus’ depthless humanity 

Stuns us ! Exhilarates us ! 

His stunningly selfless sacrifice for us 

Revitalizes OUR love ! 

Loving God was never so easy … 

God is so humanly beautiful 

Because of Jesus ! 

To WONDER at a love so beautiful, 

Is but to ECHO  

The ultimate WONDER of Jesus’ love for us ! 

 

Love surely CREATES love, 

And reveals the wisdom 

… That, ‘ to be human LIKE Jesus, 

Is to love 

Like God !’ 

 

 

 

 

_______________________ 
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Poem 1168     

The Light of Our Lives   1
 

 

 

Our universe, science teaches us 

… Is expanding 

– At almost a BILLION KILOMETRES  

PER HOUR ! 

 

Imagine 

The Light of Our Universe 

Vanishing darkness 

– Outwardly – 

In all directions 

… Over a staggeringly daunting circumference … 

At almost 280,000 kilometres 

PER SECOND  

… With Light’s outriders 

Claiming an ever-expanding  

Kingdom for Light 

Vanishing darkness 

– For Him who is , “ The Light of the World”!   2 

 

 

 

 



 

This wondrous world of ours began 

FROM Light 

– From an infinitesimal point of light, 

Of wondrously surpassing brilliance . 

It expands AS light 

– In an ecstasy of Divine De-light – 

So that Light’s own Glory 

Can light up 

Our world, our lives, and our spirits 

… So we can GLORIFY Light ! 

 

But, part of us, part of each person 

Has chosen, and chooses, darkness ! 

And this darkness spreads, as joylessness 

Ever deeper 

Within us ! 

Within each ! 

… Wherever Light is obscured . 

 

In response, the “ Father of Light” eternally sends the Son of Light    3 

To re-enlighten us, 

To re-vision us, 

Ultimately … to adopt us, as “ Children of Light”.   4 

 

 



 

The “ Father of Light” enthuses us to ACCOMPANY the Son of Light 

Within ourselves ! 

Within humanity ! 

 

 

In so doing, He who is Light 

Vanquishes our personal and collective darkness 

– So that we may wholly glory in our journey 

Into the heart of Light ! 

 

 

Here, at the very center of Light, 

– IN Christ our Light –   

We are drawn 

Into the most loving 

EXCHANGE OF LIGHT  

Between the Father … the Son … and the Spirit . 

In this Exchange, 

Each gives WHOLLY OF THEIR LIGHT, 

Within the ONE, SAME LIGHT, ALL WHOLLY SHARE : 

… In Their Fellowship of Light, 

… In the Light that is Love ! 

 

 

 



 

Thus, the expanding universe of light 

WITHOUT 

Reflects our incomparably communal journey, 

To the Fellowship of Light-that-is-Love 

Within 

… So that, all sing of the Light 

“ Who has shone in our minds, 

To radiate the light of the knowledge of God’s Glory, 

The Glory on the face of Christ .”   5 
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Poem 1169       

Make Your Home in Me   1
 

 

 

To abide with Jesus, 

Is firstly, to respond to His invitation – 

“ Come aside, and rest awhile”…   2 

To pray with Him, through being open to His Spirit . 

More deeply, Jesus suggests that He Himself IS OUR REST  – 

“ Come to me … and I will give you rest”.   3 

To rest thus, IN Jesus, and to be opened to His wisdom, 

Is to have our sense of abiding DEEPENED  – 

“ Learn from me … and you will find rest for your SOULS”.   4 

 

Zacchaeus the sinner found, in forgiveness, 

That it is Jesus who CHOOSES TO ABIDE with the sinner  – 

“ Jesus had gone TO STAY at the sinner’s house”.   5 

John powerfully and beautifully amplifies 

This INITIATING aspect of Jesus’ abiding with us  – 

“ Make your HOME in me, 

As I make mine in you”…   6 

Revealing, in doing so, 

The profound MUTUALITY involved ! 

 

 



 

Indeed, Jesus Himself declares that, without this mutual abiding, 

Our lives are barren and unproductive  – 

“ Cut off from me, you can do nothing !”   7 

But, life is a harvest of fruitfulness 

If we do co-abide with Jesus  – 

“ Whoever abides in me, 

With me in him, 

Bears fruit aplenty !”   8 

 

 

The gifts that stream through our lives, 

Out of the heart of this mutual abiding, 

Reveal the wonderful face of Divine faithfulness  – 

“ If you abide in me, 

And my words abide in you, 

You may ask WHAT YOU WILL, 

And you shall get it”.    9 

 

 

Such faithfulness call forth OUR faithfulness  – 

“ You will abide in my love, 

If your keep my commandments”.   10 

Thus, such faithfulness in Jesus’ love is Covenant-based, 

And calls forth the wonder of Divine INTIMACY, in response 

… The Spirit’s Gift of Trinitarian intimacy : 

 



“ Those who … keep my commandments 

… Will be loved by my Father, 

And I will love them, 

And reveal myself to them”.   11 

But wonder gives way to wonder … 

As this Divine Intimacy 

Deepens the very mutuality of abiding 

“ And WE will come to them 

And make OUR HOME with them”.     12 

 

To abide in God … in Jesus, 

Is to abide 

IN all those who are alive  – IN the Paschal Jesus, 

Comfortingly so, IN the Eucharistic Jesus . 

This is exemplified 

With the disciples at Emmaus . 

Jesus “ went in to STAY with them”,   13 

And, IN their mutual abiding, 

And, IN their celebrating it, in Eucharist, 

“ Their eyes were opened, and they recognized Jesus”.   14 

 

This was the same Jesus, who that very Easter noontime, 

Had, “ received from the Father, 

The Holy Spirit who was promised”   15 

So as to give to all who-abide-in-Him, 

The one whose very Presence 

IS 

The pulsating heart of their mutual abiding ! 

___________________________ 
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 Poem 1170     

Paradise Now   1 

 

A 

“ Weave a circle round him thrice, 

For he, on honey bread had fed, 

                               And drunk the milk of paradise !”           John Milton. 

 

Whatever magical moments Milton envisaged … 

When ANY graced person beholds the glories of our humanity IN Christ 

  – So wonderfully expressed in the miracle of our very bodies 

Even now, before there promised glorification in the Risen Jesus – 

They too, feel BLEST, to be able continually, 

To feast on Creation’s graced delights 

… The “honey bread” of Milton . 

 

Such persons have, like Milton’s hero, 

Found Paradise now, upon the earth ! 

And have tasted its Elixir ! 

These, of course, have been graced to share in the Ascended Jesus’ identity : 

To ‘ redeem’ Creation with Christ’s Divinely-human Presence, 

And to give it voice, as Son … 

In our now abundantly graced heaven-on-earth ! 

 

 

 



 

GOD LOVES OUR EARTH 

IN CHRIST.                                                   

                                                                                            

  

 

AND WE OF EARTH, 

LOVE GOD 

IN CHRIST . 

 

Humanity’s love affair with the earth, 

And with the rest of Creation, 

Rests on humankind being Creation’s-FOCUS 

… Also its voice-of-thanks, its song of praise ! 

Humanity’s role can be likened to numerous CONSCIOUS points of lights 

– Lit up luminously IN PRAISE, to varying brightnesses . 

 

 



 

Thus, humanity is like a world-wide, wonder-land of lights, 

REFLECTING the Glory of God, in Creation … 

Back to the Light of lights, 

To the Light-who-is-Love ! 

 

Surpassingly, it is Christ’s radiant Easter Humanity who leads us all 

To radiate earth’s praise and thanks to Abba 

“ Shine ! Jesus, Shine ! 

Fill this land with Your Father’s Glory !”   2 

 All of us, together 

… Hopefully as “ fully alive persons”, IN Christ …   3 

Feel profoundly called, IN Him 

To be the EXPRESSIVE HEART of Creation ! 

 

TheTrinity is overflowing in Their response 

To our acting as the VOICE AND HEART OF CREATION 

Drawing us, with delight, 

Into Their CIRCLE OF LOVE ! 

 

We exult with Them 

… Abba, Jesus, Spirit  

In Their exhilarating Dance of Love … 

Dancing forth our joy 

As Creation’s Eucharistic celebrants 

… With our paradisiacal elixir, surely, being Christ’s Joy ! 

 



B 

Those of humanity who are IN the Glorified Christ, 

Especially pour forth Creation’s unconscious yearnings 

To Abba … 

Drawing ALL CREATION TOGETHER in their own persons, IN Christ 

– To praise and glorify Abba  

… “ Let the heavens be glad, let earth rejoice ! 

Let the fields exult and all that is in them ! 

Let all the trees of the forest sing for joy !”   4 

Their ministry of praise is a continuing one, 

BECAUSE of the life and death cycles of Creation – 

“ Sing Yahweh, a NEW song ! 

Sing to Yahweh, ALL  the earth !”   5 

 

Scripture especially, is a Blessed Voice in their ourpouring of praise : 

Beginning with a focus on OUR sun, 

They can sing with Sirach – 

“ As the sun, in shining, LOOKS ON ALL THINGS, 

So the work of the Lord is full of his glory !”   6 

Indeed, in our age of electrons and atoms 

NOTHING need escape their admiration  – 

“ All of God’s works are desirable, 

Even the smallest spark visible to the eye 

… Each of them fulfilling many purposes .”   7 

Contemplating the biological kingdoms 

Of plants, bacteria, insects, and animals … 



They hasten, perhaps with scientists, to acclaim with Sirach  – 

“ God has made nothing INCOMPLETE . 

Each thing complements the qualities of another . 

Who can ever have too much of God’s glory ?”   8 

 

 

Thus before dawn, in the still-night sky, 

These voices, Creation’s evangelists, exclaim with Sirach : 

“ How wonderful is the vault of the clear night sky ! 

How magnificent the stars in all their glory !”   9 

As dawn breaks, they too can join with Sirach as he wonders : 

“ As the sun rises, it proclaims the sky’s greatness 

–A reflection of the glory of its maker !”   10 

The moon, languishing between day and night, 

Also attracts their common delight  – 

“ The moon waxes wonderfully in her phases ! 

Banner of the angels on high, singing in the vault of heaven !”   11 

 

 

Come the day … comes the sun, the rain … and rainbows ! 

With Sirach they are moved to wonder  – 

“ Look at the rainbow, and praise its maker ! 

It shines with a beauty beyond all else ; 

Its shining arch, bridges the heavens  – 

A bow bent by the hands of Yahweh !”   12 

 



 

Winter does not escape Sirach’s delight – 

“ At the command of Yahweh, the snow storm advances, 

And lightning bolts execute the judgment of God !”   13 

Yet winter also has a gentle beauty, for him  – 

“ The purity of snowflakes dazzles the eye, 

And their falling … 

Hypnotizes the mind of the watcher”.    14 

 

 

Lastly, the heat of summer calls forth his admiration – 

“ Yahweh scorches the mountain and deserts ; 

The desert flowers wilt in the heat . 

Then God sends the clouds to rejuvenate them, 

And the morning dew brings relief from the blaze”.    15 

 

 

Buoyed by his deep praise of Creation, 

We can only concur with Sirach  – 

“ It is by God’s plan, 

That each of these fulfils its own purpose : 

By the word of Yahweh, 

They are held together”.    16 

 

 

 



 

With deep longing to offer Eucharist 

–To have Jesus PERSONALIZE our praise, 

To actualize it, in His Sacramental Sacrifice of Praise  – 

We can only murmur … 

“ No matter how much we say, 

Or words are inadequate ; 

In the end, GOD IS EVERYTHING ! 

God is greater THAN ALL CREATION !”   17 
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Poem 1171     

Humanity’s Dream   1 

 

To speak of humanity’s dream, 

Is to envision the wide arms of the Risen Jesus 

… As He yearns to embrace His kin, 

… To breathe His Spirit into their hearts, 

… And to lead them to the heart of His Father in His Ascension 

– Thus fulfilling ABBA’S Dream for them 

– Wherein He is a “ home” for them .  

 

But Abba has dreamt His dream for us 

… Wholly DEPENDENT on our free choices . 

Thus, the total rejection, of Abba’s Dream, 

Needs to be a real ‘ choice-possibility’  

… With the outcomes ‘ unobstructed’… 

Precisely because of Abba’s wondrous, loving respect for our freedom ! 

God is not God 

If we cannot, ultimately, reject God, 

For God is utterly free, and freeing ! 

 

Corollaries to such total rejection, for individuals, include 

Refusal to be part of humanity’s universal dream … of peace and harmony .  

Insistence on wholly incompatible dreams for differing sub-groups ; 

Ultimate insistence on excluding particular others from their dream ; 

Or not caring enough to bother with any dream ! 



 

All persons, to be found in Christ, 

Need to respect these choices … most especially in their ultimate expression, regarding God . 

 

Hopefully, identifying with the Ascended Jesus’  inclusive heart, 

And with His reading of humanity’s history, 

We pray always that more, rather than fewer people, in any situation, 

Will come together in some way, to share humanity’s dream . 

Some would want God to be integral to this togetherness ; 

Others would prefer less, far less, or none, of God’s Presence ; 

Still others would wholly REJECT God’s Presence, or even God’s existence ! 

 

Thus, for many, humanity’s dream does not equate to Abba’s Dream, 

Thus we are left, only with a ‘ remnant’ of humanity, for whom it does ! 

This remnant, alive with the Spirit, in Christ, 

And following Abba’s Dream 

– Be they Moslems, or Hindus, or Christian – 

Journey 

Through “ the narrow gate, 

Along the hard road that leads to life”,   2 

And find that they are companioned by only a “ few”.    3 

 

For those – of varying other choices regarding humanity’s dream – 

“ The gate is wide, and the road is easy 

That leads to destruction, and there are many who take it”.    4 

 



 

 

These latter, by the road’s end, break Jesus’ heart . 

Even His deep love for their free choices, 

Cannot keep them from their chosen destiny . 

Moreover, the hearts of those IN Christ are bruised, or bleeding, 

… Even as all this unfolds . 

Increasingly, their only recourse is to prayer, and to sacrificial love 

… To be offered up for these “ many”.   5 

 

Yet those in Christ keep in mind 

That “ grace super-abounds”,   6 

And that the God who deeply loves our freedom, 

Is most compassionate, 

And FULL of loving-kindness . 
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Poem 1172       

Soaring Free in the Spirit   1
 

 

The contemplative spirit’s journey ‘ within’ the Ascended Jesus’ New Humanity 

Is personally enabled by the Spirit . 

Initially, like everyone, IN Christ, 

Having been drawn into the wonder of Abba’s Embrace, 

… The contemplative is now SENT forth, in the Spirit, 

To communities of receptive hearts . 

Here the contemplative’s perennial MISSION 

Is to commune lovingly with others, through CO- INDWELLING CHRIST . 

 

In so doing, these graced contemplative spirits 

Are ever more released through grace, from their earthly attachments . 

The become gently SINGLE-HEARTED, focussed only on Abba 

… Being further transformed by the Spirit, 

… Being freed to soar, in spirit, 

… Evermore lifted up to the Divine ! 

 

Contemplative spirits, transformed thus by this Spirit of Freedom, 

Are spirits imbued with the Spirit of Sojourning . 

Thus, many become transitory members of a range of communities 

… Presences who can renew perspectives, uplift spirits, and re-motivate hearts . 

They can “ fan into a flame, God’s Gifts”… of enthusiasm, and whole-hearted FAITH   
2    

… Assuring each community, that the flow of faithfulness in their lives, 

Will gently and simply lead them to its SOURCE – the open-hearted God of Fidelity . 



 

 

For their part, the soaring spirits of these en-Spirited contemplatives 

Particularly need to be ‘ discipled’ to Jesus’ HUMAN reality . 

They need to exercise self-control over a possibly judgemental heart and tongue 

… Because, in visiting MANY, they can all to easily, favour SOME unfairly . 

Also, in gently lightening “ Burdens that are unendurable”   3 

They need to remind themselves, ‘ It is God’s doing, not ours’! 

Again, as GOOD NEWS COURIERS, agents of the Spirit, 

Witnessing to the Gospel’s power to activate faith 

– Such that their own “ faith leads to faith” in others –    4 

They need to focus all hearts, not on themselves … 

But on the wondrous power of the Spirit 

Who ALONE changes hearts and arouses faith ! 

 

Finally, and always, they need pray, never to presume 

That theirs is a gift, RESERVED for contemplative spirits … because, “ God has no favourites !”   
5 

Indeed, any person of Abba’s choosing, can be thus EN-SPIRITED 

… Being re-created, in the power of the Spirit who quickens hearts . 

Wondrously, every person animated by the Spirit is impelled 

To UNFETTER THOSE, whom sin has bound, or timidity constrained 

And to INSPIRE ALL, to give ever more of themselves, in Love’s cause ! 

 

Unsurprisingly, for the contemplative spirit, carried on the Spirit’s Wings, 

Grace is poured forth ABUNDANTLY … especially in their time with communities . 

 



Here, they find that for most, “the first fruits of the Spirit”   5 

– After the accompanying joy and peace of hearts forgiven – 

Are FREEDOM and a LOVE OF COMMUNING . 

The first is a RENEWING freedom that RE-INTEGRATES communities 

– Because as Jesus assures us : “ It is the glory of my Father, 

That, TOGETHER, you should bear much fruit”.   7 

As the Spirit DEEPENS the community’s inner freedom, 

The contemplative sojourner CHALLENGES them, with Paul’s words … 

“ The designs of God are revealed through FAITH”   8 

– A faith that does justice together, 

– A faith that creates together, 

– A faith that suffers together, 

– A faith that is freed, and frees, together 

– A faith that loves to pray together 

… Humbly urging all, to pray the following, frequently : 

“ In all circumstances, O God of Love, 

LET ALL HEARTS CHANGE 

… And come together, with one heartbeat, 

In Jesus, Your Beloved”.   9 

 

Other times, sees the sojourner urging the community 

– To call upon the SPIRIT, EVER NEW … to lead it, continuously, 

Through the PASCHAL CYCLE : 

… Of dying to their PAST … of having their PRESENT re-vitalized 

… And of longing, together, for the FUTURE of the Kingdom of Love, 

Already present, but not yet fully realized ! 

 



 

– Secondly, to call upon the SPIRIT OF EXPRESSIVENESS, to offer creative ways : 

To enable their sacrificial suffering together … through profound Paschal EMPATHY, 

To awaken a living faith in Christ Risen, … by transforming them into ‘ lovers of life’, 

To celebrate ‘ WHOSE they are’ … by identifying with the Ascended Jesus 

Embraced by His loving Abba . 

 

 

As to the en-Spirited contemplative person themselves 

… THE SPIRIT OF DESTINY 

– Calls him or her ever more radically … 

To self-sacrificing love, 

So to be conformed, ever more fully 

To the CRUCIFIED JESUS ; 

– Calls him or her to become ever more identified 

With the radiant vitality, the radical freedom 

Of the Glorified RISEN PERSON OF JESUS ; 

– Calls him or her to experience, ever more deeply, 

The Divinized Dignity of their New Ascended Humanity IN Christ, 

… Being wholly at home WITHIN Him, WITHIN Abba’s Embrace ; 

– Calls him or her to be wholly identified with Jesus’ New Humanity 

… As the Receiver and Giver of Abba’s, and His Own, Spirit ! 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1172, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Blue Mountains Retreat, 2013, Day 8. 

2 2 Tim 1:6  3 Lk 11:46  4 Rom 1:17  5Rom 2:11  6Rom 8:23  7 Jn 15:5,8   

8 1Tim 1:4  9 Author’s own prayer. 



Poem 1173       

The Wonders of Your Grace   1
 

 

 

Most Lovable and inclusive Abba, 

May THIS person ( or they) ,    ** 

… And all of us, … 

Truly come alive 

Within the wonders of Your Grace 

In Christ 

… As HE prays 

‘ Abba, may THIS person ( or they),   *** 

“ Be one is Us, 

As You are in me, and I am in You … 

So that the Love with which You have loved me, 

May be in THIS person ( or them)”,    2 

So that We may all be together in You’.   3 

 

 

 

______________________ 

1 Poem 1173, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Brisbane, October 2013. 

NOTE: A prayer the author prays frequently, especially when he is ‘ out and about’. 

**This is a person (or group) one encounters anywhere, at any time, e.g. personally, or on T.V. or in reading . 

***A shortened version of this prayer beginning with ‘ Abba, may …’  

2 Jn 17:21,26  3 The word ‘ We’, includes, all who are IN Christ, and Christ Himself . 

  



Poem 1174     

Breaking Bread Together   1
 

 

 

To “ BREAK BREAD TOGETHER”,   2 

Is to participate in the loving outcomes 

Of Jesus’ Paschal suffering : 

… Of the in-pouring of Jesus’ Risen Life 

Within all of us, here, and our world, 

… Of the uplifting of humanity to the Fellowship 

Within the Trinity, 

… And thus, of that God-burst of the Transformative Spirit, 

Within all of us, here, and our world 

– Embodying us as Church, 

“ Members, one of another”, IN Jesus Ascended .   3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1174, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Brisbane, November 2013. 

2 Acts 2:42  3 Rom 12:5 

  



Poem 1175     

Opened to Mystery   1 

 

 

When the Spirit reveals facets of God to us 

… Whenever we “ discover” something of God … 

We will ALWAYS discover new aspects of OURSELVES . 

Almost as beautifully, 

Whenever we uncover something new, real 

And lovable about ourselves, 

Something new about God will be unveiled . 

This is GRACE given to us – 

To ALLOW ourselves TO BE OPENED, EVER MORE, 

To the wondrous TRIUNE MYSTERY 

… To the Heart of Love itself … 

Whose FACE, is always that of JESUS ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1175, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Brisbane, November 2013. 

  



Poem 1176     

Ending in Forgiveness   1 

 

 

Any response … 

To the turmoil of deeply hurt spirits, 

Or to the turmoil of contending, even vengeful, spirits 

– IF IT DOES NOT END 

IN FORGIVENESS, 

IT WILL NOT END … 

– Be that self-forgiveness, forgiveness of another, 

Or mutual forgiveness . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1176, Year 15 of Prayer Ministry, Gold Coast holidays, December 2013. 

My response on seeing the film, PHILOMENA … Author . 

  



Poem 1177     

Yearning for Union   1 

 

Abba deeply desires to draw us 

Into His creative designs for human happiness, 

INTO THE DEPTHLESS CREATIVITY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 

… Within our hearts . 

He desires that we become co-creators 

Of our own destiny, 

Within Christ . 

 

Yet, Abba wants more than a radical partnership 

With us : 

He yearns for UNION 

– A life of mutual indwelling ! 

Abba desires that, churched in Christ, 

We become 

“ More co-ordinated, more collaborative and more communicative 

– In other words, more like God”.    2 

What Abba desires, is, in effect, a SPOUSAL union 

– Such that, IN Jesus, 

“ God and the human being 

Become one flesh”!   3 

______________________ 

1 Poem 1177, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Gold Coast holidays, January 2014. 

2 Arch-bishop Mark Coleridge, 2013 Advent Pastoral Letter.   3 IBID 



Poem 1178     

Believing Lets Us See   1 

 

For those who assert ‘ I’ll believe it, when I see it’, 

The reality of life is CONSTRAINED by their own expectations, 

By the limits of their own imaginations . 

Such a person thus guardedly emphasizes 

What succeeds, or what’s acceptable to them, or what is most pragmatic 

– Thus experiencing a future, based on calculation . 

Such a life downplays chance, and surprise – almost wholly ignoring the GIFT OF GRACE ! 

 

To become a less limiting, and decidedly more free person, 

We need to move – 

From ascertaining ‘ what is wrong with my world’  

To inclusively welcoming ‘ what is good in my world’; 

From living a life, by steering a course between pros and cons, 

To engaging life with vision and passion ! 

Such a life can become 

An amazing feast of possibilities 

… Expanding, immeasurably, beyond one’s own horizons  

– If we but allow grace to lead us ! 

 

This happens when we CHOOSE to remain OPEN in mind, heart, and spirit . 

We no longer look 

For ‘an edge’, an ‘angle’, or an opening ; 

Moreover, our belief in others ought not FOLLOW evidence 

– Of performance, of fidelity, of integrity . 

 



Rather, our BELIEF in others comes FIRST : 

Our TRUSTING them becomes the touchstone of engaging the future . 

 

TRANSCENDING such acknowledged HUMAN openness and trust, 

Is openness to, and trust in, GRACE ; 

To believe that life is overflowing, 

Not only with human, but with DIVINE possibilities ! 

Here, faith LEARNS TO EXPECT 

Not only marvellous,. 

But LIMITLESS possibilities ! 

Beyond this, it learns to hope for, not just such limitless options, 

But to be ever-surprised, ever-grateful 

For a share in the DIVINELY INTEGRATED EXPERIENCE of reality  

Brought together into unity through the Spirit ! 

 

Thus, in a revolutionary reversal 

Of ‘ I’ll believe it, when I see it’, 

It is our BELIEVING that enables us to SEE : 

– Not only to delight in ever-new graced aspects 

Of others’ personal stories, but also of our own 

– Not only to wonder at, and value, life’s graced interconnectedness, 

But, wondrously, 

To personally commune with others 

And with all reality 

– WITHIN THE DIVINE ! 

IN Christ ! 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1178, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Gold Coast holidays, January 2014. 

  



Poem 1179    

The Mystery of Our New Humanity   1 

 

 

The Mystery of Christ … 

Is a Presence that dazzles our spirits 

… That generates Life-that-liberates-all-it-touches . 

His own Paschal Person 

Is en-peopled by spirits 

– Themselves, love-lit by the Spirit of Life . 

Thus, like their beloved Brother, 

These become “ lovers of life”    2 

… Members, sharing in the Paschal Christ’s  

Radiant “ New Humanity”   3 

Enlivened by, and enlivening 

… All other co-indwellers of Christ ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________ 

1 Poem 1179, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, February 2014. 

2 Wis 11:26  3 Eph 2:15 (N.R.S.V.) 
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Poem 1180     

Persons of Love   1 

 

 

God is CREATIVE LOVE … in our Father-God 

Who is wholly life-giving, initiating all that lives . 

 

God is TRANSFORMING LOVE … in our Brother-God, Jesus, 

Who wholly renews and elevates human life . 

 

God is COMMUNING LOVE … in our Spirit-God 

Who wholly enables unity between All . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1180, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Brisbane, February 2014. 

  



Poem 1181     

Suffering Becomes a Source of Resurrected Life   1 

 

 

It is only by CO-EXPERIENCING the Mystery of redemptive suffering, WITH CHRIST 

… Being found in the suffering Paschal Christ … 

That suffering can be transformed 

And OPENED TO THE DIVINE ! 

Through suffering, humbly assumed by Christ, 

We can be incorporated into that Paschal de-humanization of Jesus 

Which divinely, and thus wondrously, is transformed into LIFE-GIVING LOVE 

– The wondrous, UPLIFTING LOVE of Jesus’ loving Father of Life ! 

 

Thus, only within Abba’s Enfolding Love 

Is it possible for our suffering to be TRANSFORMED . 

Through sharing in Christ’s “ New Humanity”   2 

– Our old humanity’s pain, wounds, and limitations 

Become openings for the entry of RESURRECTD LIFE 

… Both for ourselves and others, 

And, by extension, for our exploited world itself ! 

 

Because “ our God is love” and Christ    3 

Eternally carries the markers of humanity’s suffering, in His Person   4 

… The very nature of His regenerative Love, includes previous WOUNDEDNESS . 

In Jesus the Wounded One, all love-focussed suffering 

Opens us to the healing, integrating Presence of the Spirit . 



 

 

 

For us to be uplifted thus, out of suffering 

Into Jesus’ gloriously healed, and life-radiant, Ascended humanity 

… Is the journey of communing-in-love . 

We are borne by Love’s One-ing Spirit, IN Christ 

– Freed of sin’s isolating, disintegrating impacts 

Open to Love’s transformative power – 

Into the ever-welcoming arms of a compassionate Abba . 

With Christ, we the once suffering ones 

Become “ lovers of life !”   5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1181, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Brisbane, February 2014. 

2 Eph 2:15 (N.R.S.V.)  3 1Jn 4:16  4 Cf Jn 20:25  5 Wis 11:26 

  



Poem 1182    

Abba’s Transcending All He Is   1
 

 

                              “ Be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect”.             Mt 5:48 

 

Here, Jesus’ focus is not on our self-fulfilment, 

But on our self-transcendence 

… Being moved BEYOND ourselves 

To the point of selflessness 

… As Jesus, on Calvary . 

 

Within the wondrousness of the Trinity, 

The Father’s own self-transcendence 

Consists in His utterly surrendering Himself, 

Bestowing the Gift of His Divinity on His Son, 

Becoming literally Self-less … infinitely poor, 

And His Beloved Son … infinitely rich ! 

What a Perfect Giver ! 

Transcending All He is ! 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1182, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Brisbane, February 2014. 

  



Poem 1183    

As Jesus and I Co-identify   1 

 

 

Transformed by Abba’s grace, 

I no longer live out of my own IDENTITY, 

But welcome Christ to live out His Identity 

WITHIN ME . 

As Jesus Ascended and I 

Co-identify … 

I’m mindful that any heart, that’s closed to others 

… Stays closed to Abba 

– And unimaginable prospect for Jesus 

… And thus, for me . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

1Poem 1183, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Marian Valley monthly retreat, February 2014. 

  



Poem 1184      

Unlimited Openness, Intimacy, and Dignity   1
 

 

 

 

Gospel poverty gifts us with the potential 

For UNLIMITED OPENNESS TO GOD 

… Through self-emptying . 

Gospel chastity gifts us with the potential 

For UNLIMITED INTIMACY WITH GOD 

… Through total self-surrender to the God of love . 

Gospel obedience gifts us with the potential 

For UNLIMITED DIGNITY AS GOD’S CHILD 

… Through utter dependence on God . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1184, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Marian Valley monthly retreat, February 2014. 

  



Poem 1185    

Within Us, Yet Utterly Other   1
 

 

 

While Jesus Ascended is, essentially, GOD-WHO-IS-WITH-US 

… Our Brother who dwells within the heart 

Of each Christlike person, every loving community, and His faith-filled Church . 

At the same time, He utterly TRANSCENDS all of these, 

Through essentially, being beyond each : GOD-WHO-IS-UTTERLY-OTHER 

… The key relational Other for all our lives ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1185, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Marian Valley monthly retreat, February 2014. 

  



Poem 1186    

To Hearts Sensitized by Grace   1
 

 

 

Suffering IN Christ, makes a person’s face TRANSPARENT, 

 Revealing their inner reality 

… The ‘ face’ of their spirit … 

To all those hearts, sensitized by grace . 

This allows these to glimpse the outline 

Of our Beloved Brother’s face on Calvary 

– In the very MOMENT of His surrender – 

WITHIN the person . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1186, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Marian Valley monthly retreat, February 2014. 

  



Poem 1187            

Images Underlying Abba’s Choice   1 

 

 

While the Spirit’s Gift of Knowledge 

Allows us to experience, personally, 

A sense of the wonder of God’s dwelling 

In our lives, and in our very persons 

… The Spirit’s Gift of Understanding 

Is a sheer revelation of God to us 

Often, not able to be put into words . 

 

As to what lovingly UNDERLIES 

 Abba’s choice of us, IN Christ . 

Here, the Spirit love to use 

Paschal IMAGES of Christ : 

  … Jesus’ wholly trusting self-surrender to Abba … 

                         … Risen Jesus’ exhilaration in His New Humanity ! 

                  … Ascended Jesus’ enrapturing embrace by Abba, ‘ Lover of Life’ ! 

            … Newly En-Spirited Jesus wondrously eager to share the Togethering Spirit 

His new Sister and Brothers . 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1187, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, March 2014. 

  



Poem 1188     

Becoming Crucified Hearts   1 

 

 

Gifted with forgiveness, 

With a renewed focus on Jesus, 

We become PRAYING HEARTS … 

Who, gifted with humility, 

With a renewed focus on others, 

Are transformed into SERVING HEARTS … 

Who, graced with a suffering love, like Jesus’, 

Co-offer their lives with Him, to become CRUCIFIED HEARTS … 

“ Abba, into Your hands I entrust my spirit”.  2 

Crucified hearts CENTER OUR HEARTS, within, 

As we are LED BY THE SPIRIT, in Christ, 

Through the WHOLE Paschal Mystery … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

1 Poem 1188, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Tugun Beach monthly retreat, March 2014. 

2 Lk 23:46 

 



Poem 1189    

At the Heart of All Relating   1 

 

 

The modern ‘ search for God’  

Is for the God of INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

…  With an openness to the Mystery at the heart of all relating . 

If graced with humility, such ‘ seekers’  

Are DRAWN into Mystery … 

Wherein God seduces and makes love TO THEM, IN CHRIST . 

Thus, they come to VALUE themselves and others 

In a truly Divine Light 

… So that their spirits, becoming ever more TRANSPARENT, 

Reveal fleeting glimpses of the Indwelling Jesus . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1189, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Tugun Beach retreat, March 2014. 

  



Poem 1190     

The Spirit’s Gift of Awe   1
 

 

 

In every movement of our hearts to God, 

The Spirit’s Gift of AWE 

… Sometimes experienced as FEAR of the DIVINE … 

Both initiates the movement, 

And generates the wonder, and tremulous attractiveness we feel. 

Our graced response to this Mystery Divine 

… Seemingly SO PERSONAL …and yet enigmatic … 

 Is to One  who ever-draws us, 

 Both WITHIN and BEYOND  

… Simultaneously to deep intimacy, and to profound wonder . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________ 

1Poem 1190, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Tugun Beach monthly retreat, March 2014. 

  



Poem 1191    

Drawing Us Towards the Light   1 

 

God often works in our spirits 

In the context of darkness : 

Mostly sightlessly, uncomprehendingly 

– Working in hidden, subliminal ways 

… Quite like the sunlight acting upon a seed 

In the seemingly dark womb of the earth … 

Drawing it towards itself – LIGHT ETERNAL, 

 And to New Life ! 

 

Yes ! “ Our darkness is never darkness in Your sight”.    2 

Our common inability to SENSE God’s Presence in our spiritual lives, 

Is often experienced 

As an emptiness of spirit, as a darkness … as a night . 

This often is God’s preferred ‘ clouded’ way 

Of working within us 

… With LITTLE stimulation of our outer senses . 

 

Paradoxically, it is often also God’s common way 

Of stimulating and deepening our FAITH 

And of amplifying our TRUST in the hidden Reality of Presence ! 

Again, it is IN Christ’s Paschal Presence 

That we learn how to be emptied of self, 

And how to STAY FAITHFUL in the darkness ! 

_______________________ 

1 Poem 1191, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Tugun Beach monthly retreat, March 2014 

2 Ps 139:12 



Poem 1192      

Love   1 
 

Love begins with … love 

Love grows through love 

And the journey is one of love . 

 

Love’s destiny is love itself ! 

Indeed, it is love that provides 

… Its own continuing motivation, 

Uniting the lover with the beloved ! 

 

This is true of human love and God’s love . 

The clear difference is that God’s  

… Is an initiating love 

… And an enabling love . 

 

Still our love as a Christian 

Is not simply, a responsive love, to Christ’s 

… But a CO-ENABLED LOVE : 

Enabled by Christ … IN Christ, 

We BOTH receive … and give … love, 

Deep within the Tri-Personal Mystery of Love . 

 

All love is, ultimately, Divine, 

Because it comes from God, 

And unites us to God 

– In God ! 

___________________________ 

1 Poem 1192, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, April 2014.  Lent. 



Poem 1193       

Our Love - Filled Focus   1 

 

Abba fashioned His Own Beloved’s death 

As the centering act of worship 

For our YEARNING humanity . 

ABBA, into whose hands 

Jesus entrusted His spirit, and worship, 

Was the love-filled focus of both His life … and death ! 

 

Beyond death, Abba is the love-crowning focus 

For both Jesus Himself, the Son of Love, 

And for us, in Him, his loved brothers and sisters . 

Who but Abba Himself 

Could be Christ’s … and our … focus beyond death ? 

 

Abba is Jesus’ ALL, 

And IS ours … 

If, simply, we are graced 

With openness of heart  

– Because Abba, Eternally longs 

To give ALL . 

 

 

_________________________ 

1 Poem 1193, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Brisbane, April 2014.  Lent. 



Poem 1194       

Togethering Us, In Christ   1
 

 

                             “ None of us belongs exclusively to himself or herself”.     Benedict XVI, May 

2005. 

 

If we act as if the opposite were true  

… ‘ That we do belong exclusively to ourself’ … 

There NEED be NO communing with God, 

NOR ANY communing with others . 

The truth is – 

God and others have deep claims on, and clear rights with, US . 

Through Jesus’ TRANS-HISTORICAL Passover … 

Presently accessible to us, in Eucharist, and through graced living, 

We are gifted … 

Not only with a SHARED immortal identity, now, 

But with the promise of an Eternal HUMANITY 

Experienced TOGETHER-AS-ONE, in Jesus Ascended 

Clearly NOW … in a hidden way ! 

 

O what a wondrously loving Father we have ! 

… TOGETHERING US, IN CHRIST ! 

Through the Eternal Spirit ! 

–A truly Family-God ! 

 

 

___________________________ 

1 Poem 1194, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, April 2014, Holy Week . 



Poem 1195       

The Shock of God’s Beauty   1
 

 

 

If we ‘ cannot see God, and live’,   2 

It is because of the Divine SHOCK 

Of God’s Utter Beauty ! 

The Beauty and Wonder of God 

Is death – 

To all that is ugly … ungodly … within us ! 

To all that is unloving, un-Christian within us ! 

Paradoxically, however … 

It is a death, ecstatically welcomed, 

Because it is our very passageway to Life 

… IN Christ ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1Poem 1195, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Brisbane, April 2014. Holy Week . 

  



Poem 1196     

Sin Is Not a Mystery   1 

 

Sin is not a mystery  

It does not share in the wondrous Mystery of Goodness 

That is God . 

Sin is opaque, churning incoherence . 

It is, by turns, 

Alluring, ensnaring and predatory 

… Parasitic of all life around it . 

It typically disguises itself, as good, 

– Flaunting its true face, at times, 

In intimidating displays 

Of power, lust, greed and vanity . 

Mostly, it clothes itself in secrecy . 

 

The CUMULATIVE effect 

Of a whole group’s,   or even a cultural majority’s  

Uninhibited surrender to sin 

– Powerfully reinforced … by the world’s unbridled indulgence, 

Greed-filled violence, and religious, racial or class arrogance – 

Is that of an irrational, malevolent deceptiveness … resentful of the Light ! 

Its violent, arbitrary energies are NEVER available 

For the purposes of life, growth, goodness and enlightenment 

– Only for its totally self-absorbed scheming, and addictive fantasies . 



 

 

 

 

 

This miasma of evil 

Through passive aggression … right through to vicious violence 

Firstly undermines, then degrades, then seeks to destroy – 

All who fail to totally submit to its overtures and deals 

… Or to its dark, degenerate enticements . 

 

All that those, whose hearts are inclined to goodness, NEED DO 

– Is to abide, IN Christ 

… Who has totally, forever, DISEMPOWERED sin and evil ! 

… And transformed death into a passover-into-Life ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1196, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, April 2014.  Holy Week . 

  



Poem 1197      

The Divine within the Human   1
 

 

In the very heart of Eucharist, 

In Christ Jesus, we come to experience 

… God’s communing with us in love ! 

… And how, we can commune in God, with all others ! 

 

Here, in Eucharist, 

God’s Love, and human love, meet in Jesus 

… Revealing God’s limitless love of humanity, 

… And enabling human love to be wholly transcended . 

 

Indeed, for those who come ALIVE, IN Christ, 

Participation in Eucharist 

At times leads to a profound experience 

Of the Mystery-of-each-other-person 

… Opening us, ever more humbly, 

To the Divine within the human ! 

 

In so doing, we rejoice to experience 

How God, in thus exalting our human dignity, 

Enables us to exult in God’s own Reality 

… The Love-Fellowship uniting all ! 

______________________________ 

1Poem 1197, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Brisbane, April 2014.  Easter Week . 



Poem 1198       

‘ Discovering’ God’s Face   1 

 

In Abba’s drawing us to Himself, IN Christ 

We come to ‘ discover’ God’s Face 

… Facet upon facet - each REVELATION, a gift, 

… “ Grace unto grace” - each grace, a gift .   2 

 

Our enthralled ‘ exploration’  

Of God’s Wondrous Reality, 

Is surprise upon surprise 

… Forever-a-journey 

Into the Mystery of Love ! 

 

On this path of exhilaration, 

We share with Mary 

Ever more peacefully … 

Her closeness to God … 

Such that, in the midst of suffering, 

Like her … and with her, 

We live a life of Wonder ! 

 

 

___________________________ 

1Poem 1198, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Marian Valley retreat, May 2014.  Eastertide . 

2 Jn 1:16 

  



Poem 1199    

Contemplation Is a Paschal Experience   1 

 

Contemplation is a Paschal experience : 

… A time of WATCHING 

For Abba’s face to look upon Jesus’, and on our, uplifted Calvary gaze ;   2 

… A time of WAITING 

Of our patient sacrifice of self – emptying each to receive ; 

… A time of WAITING IN SILENCE 

Of the graced quieting of our spirits  – sensing the Spirit’s fond promptings ; 

… A time of WAITING IN STILLNESS 

Of the graced settling of our spirits  – as Jesus’ Spirit stills our spirit 

… A time of WAITING IN GROWING AWARENESS 

Of our graced openness – to the Spirit’s gradual revealing of Abba’s Presence ; 

… A time TO END WAITING 

Of our being sensitized  – to celebrate Abba’s Wondrous Presence with acts of love  

… A time of REJOICING 

Of offering one’s time, energy and presence 

To channel Abba’s joyous outpouring to others ! 

 

Truly, contemplation is always a Paschal experience . 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1199, Year 16 of Prayer Ministry, Marian Valley retreat, May 2014.  Eastertide . 

 


